
CASE LOGIC  
UPLINK BACKPACK
CCAM3216

A n efficient backpack with 26L of storage including 
two large compartments, double front pockets and 
plenty of organization, made with recycled materials.
1. Padded sleeve fits laptops up to 15.6" & Dedicated slip 

pocket fits tablets up to 10"

2. Built to last with 100% recycled 600D polyester body 
material combined with padded, durable 100% recycled 
1200D polyester base

3. Contoured shoulder straps and a quilted, fully-padded 
back panel ensure a comfortable carry

4. Two large side pockets conveniently stores a water 
bottle or other small items

5. Front organization pocket includes storage for small 
electronics, pens and a key keeper

6. Spacious main compartment designed to fit books and 
folders

7. Secondary compartment for additional notebooks, 
headphones and personal items plus a zippered privacy 
pocket

8. Quick-access front pocket stores a phone and small 
accessories

9. Web haul handle to easily grab and go

10. Constructed with GRS-certified recycled materials made 
from 10 plastic bottles

LIFE, SIMPLIFIED.
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MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3204792 085854252836   Black

3204793 085854252843   Dress Blue

3204794 085854252850   Smoke Pine

3204795 085854252867   Pink Marble

3204796 085854252874   Black Spot Camo

REPLACES AVAILABLE (EU) AVAILABLE (APAC)
CCAM3116 5/1/22 5/1/22

EXTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L x D x H) CATEGORY
11.8 x 11.0 x 17.7 in 30.0 x 28.0 x 45.0 cm BACKPACKS

INTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L x D x H)
15.2 x 1.2 x 10.4 in 38.5 x 3.1 x 26.5 cm

PACKAGING DIMS (L x D x H) PACKAGING TYPE
13.0 x 1.6 x 18.9 in 33.0 x 4.0 x 48.0 cm Hangtag

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME PRODUCT MATERIALS
1.10 lb / 0.50 kg 1587 cu in / 26 L Polyester

MASTER CARTON QTY MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
3 4.63 lbs 2.1 kg

MASTER CARTON DIMS (L x D x H)
19.7 x 14.6 x 6.9 in 50.0 x 37.0 x 17.5 cm

MASTER CARTON VOLUME POLY BAG
1.14 cu ft 0.0324 cbm Single

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY CONTENTS
Cambodia 2 Years 1 Backpack
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